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Bloodaxe Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Stray, Amanda Dalton, "Stray" is a book about strays - human and animal - and
about straying. It's about the lost and being lost, searching for home, and it's about the extraordinary places we sometimes discover when we're o
the beaten track, deliberately or accidentally o -course. It's sometimes a noun and it's sometimes a verb - almost a command. As Allan's mind
strays and roams, he recasts himself as astronaut Buzz Aldrin. He may be lost in space, but he has an amazing time up there! A feral child becomes a
dog to find her way back home. Medea fetches up in She ield, semi-wild, living in a van with a goat on a rope. She's washing dishes in a She ield
pub when in walks footballer Jason - Cesare the somnambulist has lost himself in sleep. It's only when he falls from the path and is dying that he
can wake - In many of these poems objects matter. They are the things we think with, we remember with them, they confirm or reduce us.
Sometimes they help to identify who or where we are. O en they're broken, or themselves lost, separated from their home or from each other: the
letter, torn and scattered, the diminishing number of objects on a mother's table, a museum's broken and displaced treasures.
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Reflections From the Powder Room on the Love Dare: A Topical Discussion by Women from Different Walks of LifeReflections From the Powder Room on the Love Dare: A Topical Discussion by Women from Different Walks of Life
Destiny Image. Book Condition: New. 0768430593 BRAND NEW!! MULTIPLE COPIES AVAILABLE. NEW CONDITION!! 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!! BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! WE SHIP DAILY!!EXPEDITED SHIPPING AVAILABLE. What's more fun than reading a book?
Discussing it with...
Save DocumentSave Document
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Dom's Dragon - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2Dom's Dragon - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2
Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dom's Dragon - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2, Mandy Ross,
One day, Dom finds a little red egg and soon he is the owner...
Save DocumentSave Document
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My Friend Has Down's SyndromeMy Friend Has Down's Syndrome
Barron's Educational Series Inc.,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, My Friend Has Down's Syndrome, Jennifer Moore-
Mallinos, Younger children are normally puzzled when they encounter other kids who suffer from Down's Syndrome. Here is a...
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Chaucer's Canterbury TalesChaucer's Canterbury Tales
Walker. 1 Paperback(s), 2007. so . Book Condition: New. Travel back to medieval England and join Geo rey Chaucer's band of
Canterbury pilgrims in this introduction to one of Britain's great literary treasuresone of Marcia Williams's puckish...
Save DocumentSave Document
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George Washington's MotherGeorge Washington's Mother
Penguin Putnam Inc. Paperback / so back. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, George Washington's Mother, Jean Fritz, DyAnne
DiSalvo-Ryan, The All Aboard Reading series features stories that capture beginning readers' imagination while developing their
vocabulary and...
Save DocumentSave Document
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